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 1 Status-LED 

 2 RJ-45 connector KFM controller 

3 Terminals signal outputs / 

binary- and analogue inputs 

4 Service interface for configuration (PC) 

5 Terminals supply voltage 

 6 Power-LED 

 

 
 

Brief description: 

With the intelligent accessory device 99e, for mounting on DIN rail, controllers of series 9.. can be equipped 

with an input for external setpoint and additional signal outputs later on. The external setpoint is activated by 

a binary input. The requested transmission data e.g. actual value, setpoint or regulating variable as well as 

the range and type of the in- / outputs are configurable. So the accessory device 99e can be used additionally 

or alternatively to the use of bus- systems, e.g. PROFIBUS.  

The communication between the accessory device and the service interface of the KFM controller takes 

place by a patch cable (2m), which is delivered with each accessory device. Connection faults are recorded 

in the fault memory for diagnostic purposes. The devices are modular in structure, consisting of functional- 

and power supply module, alternatively type version ..i  can directly be used with the power supply of already 

existing KFM-assemblies, e.g. series 8… 

Type summary: 

Functional module for connecting power supply modules: 

99ebwogg Accessory device for external setpoint and 2 signal outputs 

power supply module: 

99e500 Power supply module 100-250V AC 

99e508 Power supply module 24V AC or DC 

Functional module for connecting power supply of already existing KFM-assemblies: 

99ebwoggi Accessory device for external setpoint and 2 signal outputs 0/4...20mA 

 

Adjustments: (existence depends on version and type) 

The accessory device 99e is delivered preadjusted. In case of changes, the preadjustments can easily be 

modificated by a configuration program in the PKS PC software (from version 1.9L) via the service interface     

write: (to the KFM controller)   factory setting notes 

Data word 1 Bus- setpoint 1(1060 ref. to protocol KFM 2.0) 1060 ___  

Only if a KFM controller series 92 is connected: 

Data word 1 (Internal)- setpoint 1(1100 ref. to protocol KFM 2.0) 1100 ___  

  Note: The internal setpoint of the controller will be  

  overwritten if the binary input is activated. 

read: (from the KFM controller) 

Data word 2 Actual value 1(1010 " " "        ) 1010 ___ 

Data word 3 Actual value 2(1011 " " "        ) 1011 ___ 

 for further parameter codes refer to manual 99s 

1ELO/1EHI for external setpoint: start / end of setpoint range  0 / 400 ___ 

1SLO/1SHI for information signal output 1: start / end of range  0 / 400 ___ 

2SLO/2SHI for information signal output 2: start / end of range  0 / 400 ___ 

AIN1 Input type for input no.1: “0..20/4..20(mA)/0..10/2..10(V)/  4-20 ___ 

 AUS=OFF" (note different terminals for I/U!) 

Sou1 Type of information output signal 1:"0..20/4..20(mA*)0..10/2..10(V*)"  4-20 / 2-10 ___ 

Sou2 Type of information output signal 2:"0..20/4..20(mA*)0..10/2..10(V*)"  4-20 / 2-10 ___  

Adr bus address KFM controller 9..   5 ___ 

 * = depending on version 
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Commissioning: 
Connect the patch cable (2m) with the service interface of the (9..) KFM-controller. The power-LED on the 
power supply module signalises the operating voltage, the status-LED on the functional module the operating 
status: 

green permanent*: Normal operation  
green flashing*: Communication error between KFM-controller and accessory device 99e.. 
 Hint: All analogue outputs are set to the start of range,  
 the fault memory will be increased by 1. 
red flashing: Measurement line error analogue inputs accessory device 99e..  
 Hint: All transmission values to the KFM-controller are set to the start of range. 
red yellow flashing: Communication error KFM- controller and measurement line error. 

Hint: All analogue outputs and transmission values are set to the start of range, 
  the fault memory will be increased by 1. 
red permanent:  Internal error  

Switch off power supply for a short time. If, after this time, the LED still lights 
contact KFM or remit the device for repair. 

* alternative yellow, depending on version

Installation dimensions: 

H

BT  

H= 124mm, B = 45mm, T = 116mm 

Technical data: 

Housing: for fastening to 35mm mounting rail 
Installation orientation: optional 
Type of protection: IP20 according to EN 60529 
Perm. ambient temperature: 0..60°C 
Nominal temperature: 20°C 
Power supply: 230V AC, about 12 VA 
altern. 24V DC/ AC, about 12 VA 
Outputs: 1(2) continuous outputs 0/4…20mA 
alternative 0/2…10V (load >= 500 Ω) 

 

 

Connection diagram: 

functional module Power module

Terminals KFM-controller- Configuration- Power supply

signal lines interface 9.. interface (PC)

analogue inputs a3   I  S 27  L+ 230VAC alt.
a4  U  P  SPE* KFM 2.0 KFM 2.0 28  L- 24VDC/ AC
a5  (-)  E 29

binary inputs b1  Bin.1*

b99  (+) 24VDC*

b0  (-) 0V*

analogue outputs 40  (+) 0/4..20(mA*) 0/2...10(V*) (Sout1)

31  (-) Sout 1/2 * = depending on type

41  (+) 0/4..20(mA*) 0/2...10(V*) (Sout2*)

auf
  

Wiring example: 

K1

K2

K3

K4

KFM-controller 9..

Indicator,
SPS or IPC

for displaying
actual values, 

regulating variab.
and setpoints

Ext. setpoint,
activation by 

binary contact

99e..

Signal lines (0..20/4..20mA/ 0..10/2..10V)

Configuration(PC) with WinPKS
(optionally, device factory-preadjusted)

 

 


